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It is shown that the probability that a suitably standardized asymptotic maxi- 
mum likelihood estimator of a vector parameter (i.e., an estimator which 
approximates the solution of the likelihood equation in a reasonably good way) 
lies in a measurable convex set can be approximated by an integral involving 
a multidimensional normal density function and a series in n-‘/s with certain 
polynomials as coefficients. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the approximation of the distribution 
of a suitable standardized asymptotic maximum likelihood estimator of a vector 
parameter 0 E W by its Edgeworth-expansion is uniform over all measurable 
convex sets. 
For an expansion of length (S - 1) the error term is of order o(n--(*--2)/a). 
Our theorem holds true for families of probability measures fulfilling besides 
the usual regularity conditions (roughly speaking, this means that sufficiently 
high moments of sufficiently high derivatives of 0 + log P(X, 0) exist) a continuity 
condition corresponding to Cramer’s Condition C. 
It follows from results of Chibisov [3] that, in the “continuous” case, the 
Edgeworth-expansion approximates the distribution of the minimum contrast 
estimator of a vector parameter uniformly on convex sets. In this paper we 
present a different proof which establishes this result for asymptotic maximum 
likelihood estimators under a more general Condition C, and we determine the 
first two polynomials of the Edgeworth-expansion explicitely. 
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2. NOTATIONS 
Let (X, &) be a measurable space, 0 an open subset of UP, and PO 1 d, 
B E 8, a family of probability measures. Let (P, ~8’~) denote the countable 
Cartesian product of identical components (X, ,Oe) and PeN 1 &N the independent 
product of a countable number of identical components PO ( d. 
For any measure Q 1 SP and any measurable function Iz: XN -+ !P let 
Q * h ) &P denote the induced measure defined by 
(Q * h)(B) = Q(h-lB), B E @. 
For a function f(., z): UP -+ R and (ii ,..., &J E { l,..., m}K, K = 1, 2 ,..., let 
Dil...&f(t, 2) = pyt, 2) = (a”/at<, .** Q.)f(t, 2). 
We remark that there are at most ( “‘t-l) different partial derivatives of order K. 
Assuming that PO I -02, 9 E 0, is dominated by some o-infinite measure p I J&’ 
let p( *, 8) denote a positive density of PO 1 &’ relative to /J j &. 
Let 
I(-, e) = logp(*, e>. 
For i, j, k~{l,..., p} let 
qujtk)(q = j qx, 8) w, 0) p,w, 
Lbjd(e) = j P(x, e) P&X), etc. 
Furthermore, 
(~ij(~h.,-l.. . . .D = ((h om,~.=l.. . . .a1. 
To simplify our notation we shall use the following convention: If in a product 
of two or more terms an index occurs twice then this means the summation over 
all values which this index may assume, e.g., L&ti means C~+rL&t~ . 
For K = 1, 2 ,... and (il ,..., ik) E {I ,..., p}” let 
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Furthermore, let J(x, 0) denote the vector consisting of all different 
Zil...ii(X, q, (il ,..., ij) E {l,...) p>j, j = l,..., k, 
taken in a canonical order. We have, e.g., 
,&, e) = d2 f kz(Xu , e). 
For z E Rk we set 
I z x = zizi ) 
zz’ = (ZCz~)i,j=l....,k > 
11 z 11 = (z’zp. 
Given a positive definite symmetric (k, k)-matrix A let 
P)A(Z) = (2rr)-b/2(det A)r12 exp[-& a’&], z E Iwk. 
Finally, let 
8, = (E E 29’“: E is convex>. 
3. THE RESULT 
An estimator for the sample size n is an dN-measurable map T, : P -+ [wp 
which depends on x, ,..., x, only. 
DEFINITION. T,, , n E N, is a sequence of asymptotic maximum likelihood 
estimators of order ~(n-‘/~), if for every BE 8 there exists OL = o~r.~ > 0 such 
that 
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and 
(B) P,Q E X” : n(r+1)/2 11 I&, T&)/l > (log n)“} = o(n-+), 
where 
Conditions under which asymptotic maximum likelihood estimators can be 
obtained by iterated application of a suitable improvement procedure are given 
in Lemma 6 of Pfanzagl [7]. The procedure starts with a sequence of estimators 
fulfilling condition (A) of the definition above. 
In Lemma 7 of his paper Pfanzagl also proves that under suitable regularity 
conditions any sequence of maximum likelihood estimators is a sequence of 
asymptotic maximum likelihood estimators. 
The result of this paper now may be stated as follows. 
THEOREM. Let T, , n E N, be a sequence of asymptotic maximum likelihood 
estimators of order o(n-(8-2)/2), s > 3. Let regularity conditions L, , (i), and (ii) 
be fuljZled. Furthermore, assume that the measure 
PO * s-lq-, 4 I gm, BE 8, m=p p-ks--2 ( ) s-2 ’ 
fulji~ conditions C, D, and F, . 
Then there exist pol..iarS Q*(*, 19), 6 E 8, j = I,..., s - 2, suck that for every 
eE 0, 
sup PoN{g E X? n”2(T&) - 0) E E} 
Edn 
s-2 
1 + c d2g5(t, 8) 
j=l 
where 
w3 = (~(~)~)(e)),,~-,,..... . 
To give suitable formulas for gl(t, *) and 02(t, *) we assume that regularity 
condition (iv) is fulfilled. 
Then, 
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PYOC$ By Lemma 1 there exist constants ae , CK~ > 0 and functions 
(I?,(*, 8) : UP-+ W’, j = 0 ,..., s - 2, whose components are polynomials, such 
that 
PeN{g E 2% II n1’2(Tn(x) - 0) - G(ys-Jn(x, q, O)ll 
> .*?+-l’/ylog n)%) zrz o(f+-W), (1) 
where 
s-2 
eyY, e) = 1 n-m7jj(y, e). 
j=O 
For j3 > 0 and A C IJP let 
4 = ,,1 (A + 81) anti A-8 = ,,Q (A + Bt) 
be the exterior and interior parallel sets of A. 
With u = a0n-(s-1)/2(log TZ)Q we obtain from (1) 
p8yg E XN: d/y~,(~) - e) E E} 
< (P$ s-lZn(n, e))ty E ~3 @Q, e) E ~~1 + o(n-(~-2)‘2), (2) 
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and 
P,“(g E XN: nlyr&) - e> E E} 
> (P” e * Jn(-, e)){y E IK!“: @‘(y, e) E E,} - o(fz-(s-2)‘2). (3) 
Referring to Lemma 2 we set Q 1 Wm = PO * &(*, 0)l SV. Furthermore, 
Since c&y, 19) = yi , i = l,..., p, fn : UP -+ I!?? is a function fulfilling the 
conditions of Lemma 2. 
Now (2) reads (see the notations of Lemma 2), 
PeN{g E XN : nl~z(T,(_x) - I?) E E} < (Q’“’ *f,J)(EJ) + 0(tr(~-2)/~), (4) 
where A’(&,) is the cylinder over E,, in IF!“. 
E,, E gP implies Z(E,) E tTrn . Hence, Lemma 2 applies and we obtain the 
existence of polynomials PS , j = l,..., s - 2, such that 
where 0(~-(*-~)/2) holds uniformly in E E ~9~ . 
With t = (yr ,..., yP), u = (yD+r ,..., y,J, Ps = 1, and 
v = (2& - .q12~zl,)- 
we obtain from Lemma 3, 
1;,, VA(Y) &‘i(r> d.= j-9)c;,l(t> j- & Y)vv(u -&G1t> du dt.EO 
Obviously, 
I 8(Y) TV@ 
- L’&‘;;lt) du = Q$(t, e), 
where Qf( *, e), j = 0 ,..., s - 2, are polynomials. 
We shall show that these are the polynomials of our assertion. 
Since p,, = 1, we obtain 
m-, 0) = 1 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
By Lemma 1 of Sazonov (1968) there exists a constant be > 0 such that 
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This together with c = o(,-@-~)/~) implies 
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(9) 
Furthermore, we have .?Jr, = (aii)i,j,l,..., 9 , where 
Uij = l t&Q(dt) = &Aj, s P(x, 0) P(x, fl) P,(dx) 
= 4eW4z)(S) = flij * 
This implies 
From (4)-(10) we obtain 
PO”& E X”: n1’2( T,(s) - 0) E E} 
< I, y&t) (1 + 2 n-j/2Qj(4 8)) dt + o(n-(*-2)‘2), (11) 
where o(~-+-~)/~) holds uniformly in E E 8, . 
The opposite inequality may be obtained in exactly the same way, starting 
from (3) instead of (2). 
It remains to determine the polynomials Qr(*, 0) and Q2(-, 0). According to 
Lemmas 2 and 3 we have 
A-l = (2 2;) = ~YY’QVY) 
= yy’(Pe* 
I s-lztti wd.) = 1 S-12 
(x, e)d(x, ww4 
With t = (yr ,..., yP) and u = (yP+i ,..., y,J we have 
1 
U~“(U - 221z;;'t) du = ~2J~1t, 
and 
s UU’cpV(U 
- zX21i@) du = V-l + 22J;1tt’&?Z12 
= 222 - ~2:qg, + &l.&%'Kl%, * 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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From (12) and (13) we obtain 
and, if for q =pz +p + l,..., (1/2)p(p + l)(p + 2), 6 j, k~{l, . . . . p> are 
chosen such that (Jx, e)), = d,(P*(x, 0) - J&J), then 
Furthermore, from (12) and (14), 
According to the definition off,, we have in the notation of Lemma 2 (see also 
Lemma l), 
Qdr> = 1 
wwiF(Tms)t,ts +Yie+ato i = LP 
0 i = p + l,..., m. (18) 
(Recall that the summation extends over all indices I, OL, fi running from 1 to p.) 
By (7), Lemma 2, and Lemma 3 together with (10) we have 
= I PI(Y) VA(Y) du - ,li I (QI~(Y) VA(Y))’ du- (19) 
Obviously, s v:“(y) du = 0, if {i, j, k} r? ( p + I,..,, m} # 0. Furthermore, 
by Lemma 3, J vyk(y) du = Dgjk J (PJY) du = #(t), if (i,j, k} C (l,..., p}. 
In the latter case we have 
ajjn = s YiYjYkQ(&) = AA&&a) (6) (v) * 
Hence, by Lemma 2, 
s P,(Y) VA(Y) du = 4 /6)~ia~,,~,,Lta, (e) c,w~*@) 
= (1/6bho, o&&tj - 34) w(t)- (20) 
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Furthermore, by Lemma 3 together with (10) we have forj = l,..., p, 
j- (Qdr) VA(YW du = D, j- Qu(Y> PA(Y) du 
= Dj (dt) 1 QdY) ~,Y(u - &G1t> du)* (21) 
From (18), (21), and (15), 
-j$ j (Qu(Y) PA(Y))~ du 
= [--w)(~wk, + h6Nkd Wk + 4,(~6)6k) + h6Nkd 461 ww (24 
From (19), (20), and (22) we finally obtain 
m4 *I = - ((1/3)L MO)(k) f (1/2)&)6k)) %tk 
+ di3(1/2L6)6)lk) + ‘56,6m,) tk - (23) 
By the same arguments as in determining QI(t, a) we obtain from Lemma 2, 
f&O, .) 44 = j- ~‘S(Y) (PA(Y) du 
+ i Dj 
i-1 t 
i f Di 1 QdY) QdY) VA(Y) du 
I=1 
- Q&Y) (PA(Y) du - &I,(Y) Z’,(Y) VA(Y) du . I s 1 (24) 
We have (see Lemmas 2 and 3), 
s ~YI du = (l/72kjkatiflr 
i’klar(t) + (1/24)(usjkl - ufjukl) @““(t). (25) 
Furthermore, since the indices i, j, K, q, r run from 1 to p, 
%kl = n,arl,s~kvn,,L(,,(,t(,,(,,, (26) 
ug = nij . 
From (18), (15), and (17) we obtain for i,j = l,..., p, 
B-W j- Qdr) QI~Y) SPA du 
= (1/2)/l,,n,a(L(,)(,)(8) + L(d(aB))(L(a)M(8) + 4a)(d)) t2Bt~t8 
+ [owG&3) - L a,, - n,,n,~~aL(,)(,=~(a)(,6)1 U9 . (27) 
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(29) 
Since PI(Y) PA = - 4 CZj.k=l uijkP3Y), we obtain by partial integration, 
j Ypj+cJ’l(Y) ‘PA(Y) du = -(1/6)~ri,, Biuk J” Y~~+~FA(Y) da + (1/2>~9~+oI rkqFY’)* 
(30) 
From (29) and (30), 
I QdY) PI(Y) PA(Y) du 
= -(1/6)A16(fkwlluoL(B)(o)(o)njrEL(B)(r.)(tB’pr(t))ikQ + (lP)L~m&s~~Y~~l to 
+ (1/2)(AjSAkwAu,L(~B)(,)(,)t, + Ak*tj> dTt>* (31) 
Here we have used 
ud+a.k.u = AiSAkwAuo 
I 
(Wx, 4 + km) W, 4 W, ‘4 p&9. 
The assertion on @Jt, .) now follows from (24)-(31). 
4. LEMMAS 
From the following Lemma 1 we find proofs in Mitrofanova [5j, where the 
result is obtained under very restrictive conditions, and Chibisov [2]. A somewhat 
stronger version of this lemma (without proof and giving the result on the func- 
tions G0 , Gr , Ga) may also be found in Pfanzagl [7, Lemma 81. Since our proof 
of this fundamental lemma is very short and constructive and differs substan- 
tially from Chibisov’s proof we present it below. 
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LEMMA 1. Let T,, , n E N, be a sequence of asymptotic maximum likelihood 
estimators of order o(rr/2). Assume that the regularity conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and 
,Czt;;;fz$ZZed and that Zi~...ij(*, fl), (il ,..., ij) E {l,..., p>i, j = l,..., r + 1, fuZj2Z 
r+2 * 
Then there exist functions G,(., 8): XN + [WV, j = O,..., Y, whose components 
are polynomials in j+X( *, 0) and constants a,, ,a,. > 0 such that for all 8 E 0, 
r~‘/~(T,(x) - 0) - i n-ji2Gj(x, 0) I( 
j=o 
> a,n 4~fl)‘2(log qr = o(n-7/2)m 
We have in pattkular, 
I 
G&, 4 = &x, 4 
G(sc, 0) = f@‘(&, 4) 
G,(x, 4 = 
[ 
&‘?Y) + f (H,(n)(~))i W@)(Y) 
$4 1 vlr,(x e) 3 
where Hy) and HP) are defined in (33) below, 
Proof. To simplify our notation we shall use IV0 E N and a8 , oc, > 0 as 
generic constants. Furthermore, the phrase “For x E RnSB” stands for “There 
exists a set Rn,B E SP with P,N(R&) = o(n-712) such that for all x E Rn,B .” 
(i) Using condition (A) for asymptotic maximum likelihood estimators we 
obtain that for s ~(l,...,p), n > N, , and SE R,,, there exists T,,&, 8) E iI+ 
with II %.,(x, 4 - e II G II C&T) - 0 II and 
For y E BP, j = O,..., T let 
Hi(“( y) = H,‘“‘(y, X, e) 
= [(l/jr) l!r;...rjx, e) yil ... yij 
+ (Mi + 1N n,*(e)L(,i,...ij+3(e)Yi1 “‘Yi j,Jk-1,...,9 * (33) 
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Furthermore, 
and 
fpyy) = fpwyy) = c n-~‘2H;“‘(y), 
+o 
(34) 
S’yg, 0) = n-112 
[ 
A&?) i @c, , T&N 
v*l 
With these notations, (32) reads 
fw(dy~,(~) - 8)) = syg, e). (36) 
By Lemma 2 in Pfanzagl [6] there exists a constant a0 > 0 such that for 
n 2 Ne , x E %,e , (s, 4 ,..., t+A E U,..., ~)5+~, 
/ fll (1’ s*+r++k , T,,,b, 0)) - L(,il...i,+,)(e)) j 
< i (,Si,...i r+e, , 6) -~(,~~...~~+~)(e)) 1 + ak 11 T,(S) - e 11. 
v=1 
(37) 
From (35), (37), conditions (A), (B) for asymptotic maximum likelihood 
estimators, and Theorem 4 in Michel [4] we obtain the existence of constants 
a, , (Y, > 0 such that for n 3 NB and g E R,,, , 
11 S(n)(g, e)lj < a,n-(‘+‘)‘2(log n)u’ (38) 
I.e., 
11 H(‘$z~‘~( T,(Z) - e))jj < a,n-(‘+1)‘2(log np. (39 
(ii) By Theorem 4 in Michel [4] we have for g E Rn,o , n > No , 
II 7+1U~, 01 G log n. (Jo) 
Given a function F: IWP + Iw” let DF = (Ft~)i,rsl ,..., 2, . 
Furthermore, E,(a) = {y E [WP : (1 y II < ua,(log n)~>. 
Since HP)(y) = J&, e) - y we have by (34) and (40) for y E E,(6), x E R,,, , 
n 3 No, 
II DHcn’(y) + IIt < l/4 and 11 DEW(y) - DfP’(O)ll < l/4. (41) 
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Furthermore, 
Hp)E,(l) n H’“‘E,(l) C ,&, 0) + E,(2) C E,(6). (42) 
Finally, from (41), 
lL(X, 4 + -G(2) c ff’“) E%(5), (43) 
and H(m) is injective on &(5)( w h ere &(5) denotes the closure of E,(5)). To see 
this let t E ,&, 0) + E,(2) be given and define 
F(y) = y - (mP(O))-l(H’“)(y) - t), y E &(5). 
Then (1 DF(y)ll < l/3 and F&(5) C Em(5). Hence, there exists a fixpoint of F 
in Z,(5), i.e., there exists yt E EJ5) with i?W(y,) = t. To prove the second 
assertion let u, ZI E &(5) be given with H(“)(u) = W”)(o). Then 11 u - w (1 = 
11 F(u) -F(a)/ < (l/3) II u - w II, i.e., u = w. 
Let y E E*(l) be given. Then, by (41)-(43) ZW-l is defined and infinitely 
often differentiable on {&r)(y) + (1 - CX) W”)(y): 0 < OL < 1). Expanding 
W+l(I-I~)( y)) around y = ZY(“)-l(H(“)(y)) we obtain the existence of functions 
s, : !P + IIP, j = o,..., r, whose components are polynomials with coefficients 
depending on ,+l&, fl) and the moments L(+ ,.,., ,,)(e), (& ,..., ik) E {l,..., FE), 
k = 2 ,..., j + 2, such that for n > N0 , 
sup 
YcE"(l) !I 
z+‘-l(H(p’(y)) - i n-j’%,(y) 11 
j-0 
Using (a), (42), (44), (39), and Hc)(,!&, 0)) = 0 we finally obtain from 
condition (A) for asymptotic maximum likelihood estimators for x E R,,, , 
n > No, 
// nl/2(Tn(sc) - 0) - i n-j’2sj<lyn(~~ 0)) /I 
GO 
G IIH(“)-~(H(“)(~~/~(T,(~) - e))) - H(-(o)~I 
+ I/ H’“‘-‘(O) - i n-wj(,Y&, 0)) I/ 
3=0 
< aon 
-(r+l)/2(log n)":5'. 
From this the assertion follows with G,(x, 0) = Sj(,!n(g, e)), j = O,..., Y. 
683/5/I-6 
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LEMMA 2. Let Q 1 S?” be a p-measure such that regularity conditions C, D, E, 
and Fr+2 are fulfilled. Let Q(n)I Bm be the distribution of n-1/2(Cyc, yli ,..., Cysl ywi) 
under s” j Pm. 
Then, given f,, : RP + RF, (fJy))j = yj + IX:=, n-k/2Qd~), i = I,..., m, 
with polynomials Q, , k = l,..., r, j = l,..., m, there exist polynomials pk , k = 
1 ,..., r, such that 
;-‘!JJ ) (Q’“’ *fn)(E) - j-$y) (1 + & ““in&(y)) dy j = ~(n-“~), 
m 
where 
A = ( j+yY'QW))-l. 
In order to specifr PI and p2 we need the following notation. 
For (i1 ,..., ik) E (l,..., mjk let Ui,...i, = Jyi, * * * yikQ(dy). Furthermore, let 
We remark that PI and P2 are the first two so-called Edgeworth polynomials 
corresponding to the cumulants of Y, where Y has distribution Q. 
We now have (see also the remark following the proof of this lemma), 
PlPA = PlVA - 
Proof. This lemma is a version of the corollary in [7, p. 2431. We have 
written the polynomials PI and P2 in a more suitable way (see [7, Lemma 21). 
Furthermore, to obtain the result on p1 and p2 we have to fill in some details in 
the proof of Pfanzagl’s Lemma 1. 
In formula (A.3), [7, p. 2381, we obtain for i = l,..., m, 
c&l = -si1* 
&22 = -Qi2 + f$QLQ, - 
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In formula (A.8), 17, p. 2401, we have 
Above we have remarked that the result on pr and ps follows from Lemma 1 in 
Pfanzagl [7]. To give the reader a feeling of the reiation between the pk and the 
Pk together with the polynomials involved in fn we remark that the pk stem from 
an expansion of 
vA(f 2(y)) 1 + i nmk”P 
k=l 
k(f;;‘b%] ( “2’) I- 
The following lemma is standard and we state it only for easier reference (see 
[l, Cor. 2.4.1, p. 231). 
LEMMA 3. Given a positive definite symmetric (m, m)-matrix A let A-l = 
t 2 z;), where .& and .& are (k, k)- and (m - k, m - k)-matrices, 
respectively. 
Then, withy = (~(~1 ,ytz)) E Iw” x Rmpk, 
5. REGULARITY CONDITIONS 
The following conditions C, D, E, and F,. refer to a probability measure Q 19. 
Condition C. lim supIIUII+, J exp[iu’y] Q(dy) < 1. 
Condition D. The matrix s yy’Q(dy) is positive definite. 
Condition E. JyQ(dy) = 0. 
Condition F, . J’lly IPQ@y) < ~0. 
The measure Q ) W is, by its formal definition, a measure over (IV, p). If 
this measure is concentrated on a k-dimensional subspace, then it is, of course, 
sufficient that conditions C and D are fulfilled in this k-dimensional subspace. 
Condition Hr. The derivatives of 6 -+ l(., 0) exist on 0 up to the order Y. 
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Condition Mr. A measurable function f(*, 6): X+ R, 8 E 8, fulfills condi- 
tion Mr , if for every 0 E 8, 
I I f(x, fl)lT Pe(W 4 a* 
Condition L, . Condition H, is fulfilled and for every 0 E 8 there exist an 
open neighborhood U, of 9 and a measurable function h(-, e): X + Iw such that 
(a) h( *, 8) fulfills condition MT-, , and for all (il ,..., i,.) E { l,..., p>‘; 
(b) Zil”‘ip(=, (3) fulfills condition M, ; 
(c) and all (r E lJ, , x E X, 1 Pl”**~(x, u) - P~“+T(x, 0)./ < h(x, O)jl (I - 0 (I. 
(i) For every 0 E 0, i = I,..., p, J P(x, 0) P,(h) = 0. 
(ii) For every 0 E 0, i,j = I,..., p, Lc&)) = -L(aG)(d). 
(iii) For every 8 E 0, the matrix (L~i,~,(S))i,l-l,,,.,, is positive definite. 
(iv) L(i)(i) and&) , i, j = l,..., p, are twice differentiable on 8 and differ- 
entiation and integration may be interchanged. 
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